STATKING Consulting Completes Expansion of Headquarters and Adds
Safeguards for Document Storage to Accommodate Larger Clinical Trials
Cincinnati, OH – May 9, 2007 – STATKING Consulting, Inc., a provider of data related
services for clinical trials, has completed a year-long expansion project at its headquarters
to accommodate larger, late-stage clinical trials. This additional 2500 square feet of
space will be largely dedicated to case report form storage and housing the company’s
growing computer network. The space has been refurbished to include state of the art
climate, disaster and security controls to safeguard the Client’s data.
“In order to better serve our valued Clients, we need to be able to house larger, late stage
(Phase III) clinical trials,” said Dennis W. King, PhD, President of STATKING
Consulting, Inc., “With our acquisition and the completion of the refurbishing of this
space, we will be able to accommodate Phase III drug trials and pivotal PMA device
studies.”
As part of the refurbishing of the new area, the document storage area and the data center
are equipped with gas fire suppression systems. The entire facility has been re-equipped
to include fire detection equipment in all areas. Network computer wiring has been
further integrated into the building architecture. This new space will expand
STATKING’s ability to serve its target market of US small and midsize pharmaceutical,
biotech and medical device companies.
Mr. Rod Lashley, Vice President of Statistical Programming and Data Management, said,
“We listen to our Client’s needs and they are telling us what we need to become their
preferred service provider in data related services. We are responding to those needs.”

About STATKING Consulting, Inc.
Since 1989, STATKING Consulting, Inc., has provided data related services
(biostatistics, clinical data management, clinical study monitoring, medical writing,
project management and clinical trial management) for clinical trials for the regulatory
approval of novel drug and medical device products. The company is headquartered in
Fairfield, OH. The company has provided support on over 250 clinical trials in a variety
of drug and medical therapeutic areas. For more information, visit
www.statkingconsulting.com.
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